stockstill, outraged, open her mouth wide and pour out the wailing only
Frances or *de la Parma* knew how to wail.
And if there is any meaner feeling man makes for himself than when
he strikes a child, what may it he, I wonder? The coward, ninety-nine
times out of a hundred, is only releasing personal vexation or some cheap
peevish resentment for upset 'authority'.
Spare the rod and spoil the child? Yes, another Mosaic root of human
misery: the special invention — in self-defence — of that imposition called
Fatherhood. 'Fatherhood?' An institution I suppose in the interest of
bigger and Letter domesticity.
These youngsters that grew up alongside my coming of age now call
me Dad. I shouldn't be surprised if they were to call me Frank, nor ever
would be.
They often started to do it, too, when they were little, but their mother
would treat it as a form of disrespect, and insist upon 'Papa', accent long
on the first 'a' making a more offensive word '/7#<2-pa' than even when
accented on the last and it became 'pa-paa'. There is a stuffy domesticity
about the sound applied to the male that was always intolerable to me, as
I have said.
'Father' is tolerable after fifty. 'Paa^a' never!
THE HOSE
I remember sitting on the terrace in front of the little Forest Avenue
home waiting for Lloyd's mother to come home from Church. Two-and-a-
half-year-old Lloyd had been left with me. It was spring. I had turned on
the revolving sprinkler to water the lawn. The two-year-old spied the re-
volving water thing and wanted it. 'No, Lloyd/ I said, 'you can't have it
— keep away! You'll get your new clothes aH wet.'
Unable to conquer desire himself I assisted by gently leading him back
to the steps. And I sat him down there by me in full view of the whirligig,
out of the way of the water but where he could see and enjoy the swish
and whirl. A moment and he got up to go after it again, regardless of
warnings. Again I seated him. Again up and going. Threats now as to dire
consequences. He seemed not to hear any of them. He was fascinated.
Though roughly seated again — he was up and going. 'Come back, young
fellow!'
But he was helpless to return. Again I got up and brought him back,
angry, by now, myself. Should I punish him? Sunday, people coming
home from church. So far as that went, yes, but what good?
By the time this thought got through my mind, there he was in the
zone of the sprinkler. The lusty little redhead gasped and stopped a
moment.
'Come back, Lloyd, or you'll be drowned,' I called in a tone that might
have blasted him where he stood. No sound from him. He went in further.
Drenched thoroughly, he gasped again, turned his face aside and stood
his ground.
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